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What are cookies?
We use cookies to distinguish you (or your device) from other users of our website. Cookies
help us provide you with a better browsing experience and help us improve our website.
Cookies are small amounts of data that are stored on your browser or the hard drive of your
device to enable our server to collect certain data from your web browser.

Why do we use cookies
We use cookies and/or other similar technologies such as fingerprinting or pixels to collect and
store certain data. Cookies do not identify any individual but may help collecting data about your
device, browser, online session, the websites you visited etc.

What type of cookies do we use?
Strictly necessary cookies
These are cookies that are required for the operation of our website. They include, for example,
cookies that enable you to view our website correctly.

Analytical/performance cookies
These are cookies that allow us to recognize and count the number of visitors and to see how
visitors move around our website when they are using it. This helps us to improve the way our
website works, for example, by ensuring that users are finding what they are looking for easily.

Functionality cookies
These are cookies that are used to recognize you when you return to our website. This enables
us, subject to your choices and preferences, to personalize our content, greet you by name or
remember your preferences.

Targeting/Advertising cookies
These are cookies that are used to record your visit to our website, the pages you have visited
and the links you have followed. We use this data, subject to your choices and preferences, to
make the website more relevant to your interests. We may also share this data with third parties
who may provide you with personalized advertising based on your personal interests.

Unclassified
These cookies are still in the classification process. They will show up in one on the following
categories; Strictly necessary, Analytical/performance, Functionality or Targeting/Advertising.

How can I disable cookies?
If you want to disable cookies on our website, you need to change your website browser
settings to reject cookies. How you can do this will depend on the browser you use. The effect of
disabling cookies depends on which cookies you disable but, in general, the website may not



operate properly if all cookies are switched off. You can also change your settings in our
Cookies Consent Tool.

Cookie Table
This cookie list generally shows all cookies found on this website. It does not reflect the user's individual opt-out
choices.
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Strictly necessary cookies

cookiefirst-consent

Domain name: testmo.com

Expiration time: a year

Type: Cookie

Provider: Cookie First

This cookie saves your cookie preferences for this website. You can change these or withdraw your consent easily.

cookiefirst-consent

Domain name: testmo.com

Expiration time: Persistent

Type: Local storage

Provider: Cookie First

This cookie saves your cookie preferences for this website. You can change these or withdraw your consent easily.

cookiefirst-id

Domain name: testmo.com

Expiration time: Persistent

Type: Local storage

Provider: Cookie First

This cookie contains your unique ID so CookieFirst can identify unique visitors to this website.

remember_web_****

Domain name: testmo.com

Expiration time: 5 years



Type: Cookie

Provider: Testmo GmbH

Necessary cookies to log in to and use the website and software.

testmo_****

Domain name: testmo.com

Expiration time: 5 years

Type: Cookie

Provider: Testmo GmbH

Necessary cookies to log in to and use the website and software.

Analytical/performance cookies

_ga

Domain name: .testmo.com

Expiration time: 120 years

Type: Cookie

Provider: Google LLC

Registers a unique ID for a website visitor it tracks how the visitor uses the website. The data is used for statistics.

_ga_********

Domain name: .testmo.com

Expiration time: 2 years

Type: Cookie

Provider: Google LLC

This cookie stores a unique ID for a website visitor and tracks how the visitor uses the website. The data is used for
statistics. Data transfer. to third countries: USA. Google LLC. is certified under the Data Privacy Framework, indicating
that your rights as a data subject can be guaranteed.

_gat_gtag_UA_*****_**

Domain name: .testmo.com

Expiration time: a minute

Type: Cookie



Provider: Google LLC

Cookie set by Google Analytics. Used to throttle request rate.

_gid

Domain name: .testmo.com

Expiration time: a day

Type: Cookie

Provider: Google LLC

Registers a unique ID for a website visitor to track how the visitor uses the website. The data is used for statistics.
Data transfer to third countries: USA. Google LLC. is certified under the Data Privacy Framework, indicating that your
rights as a data subject can be guaranteed.

Functionality cookies

wistia

Domain name: testmo.com

Expiration time: Persistent

Type: Local storage

This is deployed to help display video content on our site.

testmo_web_source

Domain name: testmo.com

Expiration time: Persistent

Type: Local storage

This cookie has not yet been given a description. Our team is working to provide more information.


